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K4U85T Network Controller No reviews found

Launched: 23 Feb 2006 Manufacturer: Hewlett-
Packard Product Description Factory Tested

Operating System Network Controller Cardbus
chipset interface 1.5 Gbit/sec + Auto MDI/MDI-X

Scalable from 10M to 1 Gbit/sec Support for
100baseTx 100BaseT, Token ring, Ethernet 10Mb/s
(10BaseT) with Auto MDI/MDI-X Interface: Computer
networks and connections Hardware: cards Info: The
K4U85 is a 100Mb/s 1.5Gigabit ethernet controller.

Its design is based on the newer Ultra ATA-8
technology. It supports Auto-MDI/MDI-X, Token ring
and 100BaseTx/100BaseT Ethernet. The throughput

on the PCI bus is at 100Mb/s and is scalable to
1Gbit/s by combining multiple K4U85 controllers in a

quad to octa fashion. The K4U85 series of cards is
also available in a consumer market version which

has the same functionality, but has a low cost
consumer grade motherboard. K4U85.0, K4U85.1,
K4U85.2 and K4U85.3 K4U85.5, K4U85.6, K4U85.7

and K4U85.8 K4U85.9, K4U85.10 and K4U85.11
K4U85.12, K4U85.13, K4U85.14 and K4U85.15
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